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English Language tr'luency and the Ethnic Wage Gap
for Men in England and Wales

NC O'Leary'-, PD Murphy", SJ Drinlrwaterb and DH Blackaby"t

Abstacl
Using dataftom the Fourth National Survey of
Ethnic Mircrities, Englkh language fluency is
shown to hsve an important influerce over the
level ofearnings that ethnic minorities are able
to command within the employee labow mar-
kzt. There is also eyidence to suggest that ldn-
guagefluency has some role to play in describ-
ing the difference in average weekly earnings
between white and ethnic mino ty worker1
but it fues rot emerge as a major deteminant.
Indeed, it would appear that the concentration
of ethnic minorities in local encloves with their
high levels of unemployment has a greater

Wuence wer the level of ethnic earnings dis-
advantase,

l. Intoduaion
There has been a recent expansion in the liter-
ature describing the disadvantage faced by eth-
nic minorities in the UK labour maxket.
Blackaby et al. (19941, for example, have
shown the existence of significant labour mar-
ket discrimination towards ethnic mino ty
workers in the 1970s and 1980s, a hend that
has been continued into the 1990s (see
Blackaby et al., 1 998). This shand of the UK-
litemhre, however, still lags behind the volu-
minous evidence available for the US (Darity
and Mason, 1998 provides a particularly useful
overview). In particular, language fluency
skills have been shown to be an important pre-
dictor of labour market success in US studies
(eg Chiswick and Miller, 199?), but the
unavailability of appropriate data has ham-

pered [-IK research in this area. Data from the
l99l Census of Population show that over
seven per cent of the LIK's population were
bom oulside of its shores arrd the vast majority
ofthese are from ethnic minorities. Given that
English is not the first language of many of
these inunigrants, such skills would appear to
be an important consideration in determining
their success in the labour market.

Such a point has been emphasised by
Blackaby e/ al. (1998) for instance. Whilst
highlighting the eamings disadvantage faced
by the tlK's ethnic minority employees in the
1990s they concede that this fnding could be
the result of inadequate data controls rather
than discriminatory practices per se. By way
of contrast, some recent US research (see for
example O'Neill, 1990, Neal and Johnson,
1996), has fourd no evidence ofa black/white
wage differential after controlling for chmac-

teristic differences.2

Using data from the Fourth National Survey
of Ethnic Minorities, the extent to which ethnic
eamings differences are the result of omitted
language information is assessed.
Additionally, this work also ptovides a unique
insight inio the influence language has on the
contemporary labour market success of
Britain's etbnic population. The focus of the
paper, though, is upon a relatively advantaged
section of the ethaic minority population,
namely male employees in employment.3
Limiting the analysis to this group will enable
a degre€ of consistency to be maintained with
nrevious research in the area.
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2. The Fourth Nation Suney of Ethnic
Minorities
Conducted in 1993/4, the Fourth National
Survey of Ethnic Minorities (FNSEM) targeted
130,000 addresses in England and Wales with
an emphasis on over-sampling ethnic minori-
ties. Those groups who were sampled consist-
ed of Caribbeans, Afiican Asians, Indians,
Pakistanis, Bangladeshis and Chinese in addi-
tion to a conhol sample of white respondents
(see Modood et a/., 1997 for fuller details). For
historical reasons, though, Black Africans
were not included within the survey and so the
sample obtained will not be nationally rcpre-
sentative of all ethnic minority groups.

Importantly, unlike many ofthe other large-
scale surveys conducted in the UK, a member
ofthe same ethnic group as the responden! and
who spoke both English and the respondenfs
other main language, arranged lhe interview
and in most cases also conducted the interview,
Whilst maximising response raies and min-
imising the potential for confusion or misun-
derstanding during the interview, this also had
the effect of capturing those individuals whose
poor grasp ofthe English language might mean
that they would otherwise not participaie in
such sufveys. Thus, the sample of ethnic
minorities achieved in the FNSEM is likely to
contain a much broader specfum of respon-
dens and provide a better indication ofthe true
nature ofthe ethnic minority population.

In addition to the standard set of survey
instruments detailing individual, demographic
andjob characteristics, an assessment made by
the interviewer of the respondent's English
language fluency was also coded into the sur-
vey data. At the end of all interviews, inter-
viewers appraised the ability ofrespondents to
speak English. These assessmenb fell into one
of four categories: 'fluently'; 'fairly well';
'slightly'; 'not at all. Most other studies in
this area base their findings upon self-reported
measures of language fluency. As self-report-
ed language infonnation tends to systemalical-

ly misclassi! language ability (see Dustrnann
and Van Soest, 1998), it is likely that studies
based on such measures will under-estimate
the tue importance of language ability on
eamings. The data used here will therefore be

free of such self-reported measurement error.a

3. Eslimation framewo*
Following standard practice- differences in
eamings are examined within a conventional
human capital framework. Specifically, sepa-
rate eamings functions are specified for white
(l|f and etbnic minority (.Q workers:

hv -h v -.rw--w ' -w (l)

lnYr= itrXr+inZr+t, e)

where lare gross weekly earnings, -{ is a vec-
tor of €arnings-related chancteristics common
to both white and ethnic minoriry workers- /
is a conformable vector of estimated rewards
to these characteristics, Z is a vector of immi-
grant charact€ristics describing English lan-
guage fluency. applicable to ethnic minority
workers only, / is a conformable vector ofesti-
mated rewards to this second vector of charac-
teristics and the 6 are regression disturbanc€
terms assumed to be serially uncorrelated and
normally distributed.

The difference between equations ( 1 ) and (2)
is the ethnic eamings differential and follow-
ing Blinder (1973) and Oaxaca (1973) this can
be used to assess the importance of character-
istic and coefficient differences in accounting
for expected earnings discrepancies between
white and ethnic minority worken. Thus,

\pvA w - pFA rl=
*u.(x* - x 

")+ 
(iln - Bu1.w" - i 17, 721

where wB = 6.Fn +Q-6).BE

w, = (1- 6).X, + 5.X ,
a bar indicates a mean value, and d e [Ql] .5

The first tem on the right-hand side of equa-



tion (3) is the difference in expected earnings
axising out of differences in the average level
of chamcteristics between white and ethnic
minority workers and the second term is that
part of the eamings differential athibutable to
differences in the rewards to these chaxact€ris-
tics. The third term captures the influence that
English language skills have in accounting for
mean eamings differences.

The choice of6 in equation (3) gives rise to
the familiar index-number problem. rA/hen

6:1 we use the retums to characteristics for
white workers as base, and when 6-{ we use
those of ethnic minorities. Other possible
choices of 6 have also been suggested by
Reimers (1983) and Cotton (1988), conform-
ing with the idea that the competitive wage
structure would lie somewhere between those
currently observed between white and ethnic
minority workers. Whilst providing unique
decompositions, the assurnptions made in both
of these papers are somewhat arbitrary and
have no theoretical basis.

Altematively, the approach of Neumark
(1988) aad Oaxaca and Ransom (1994) allows
the calculation of the competitive wage struc-
ture (f*) that would exist between the two
groups. Thus,

P' =ap* +(r-C.)i:r
where the weighting matrix (O) is defined such
tlBt

O =(XrXv + X LX E)-t(X/t{Xh,)

The difference in mean weekly eamings may
then be decomposed as

(B"R* - pot)= B*(F* - X)+
tG* - p\N* -@, - p*)x El_f EzE @)

where the frst and last terms on the RIIS again
capflre average workforce asymmetries and
the remaining terms measure the contribution
of coefficient diffaences in the regression esti-
mates. The above approach. however. ignores
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the possibility of pre-selection in the samples
of those in employment. The observed wage
structure is likely to be influenced by factors
affecting whether individuals are working or
nol Given that the earnings ofthose not wolk-
ing cannot be observed the estimates of the
wage detemination process may be subject to
selectivity bias. Following the likes of
Heckman (1979), the conventional solution to
this rype of problem is to adopt a two-stage
estimation procedue, which changes the prob-
lem from one of missing data on the dependent
variable (i.e. no eamings information on those
not working) to specification bias arising from
an omitted variable. The inclusion of the
inverse of the Mills ratio (1,) in equations (1)
and (2), obtained by estimating a probit model
which predicts the probability of being in
employment, corrects for this bias.

The difference in predicted wage offers (see

Reimers, 1983) between white and ethnic
minority worken may then be decomposed as

follows:

(/r"X", /r,X )-@"A$ ,aEI) = (5)

P't.x* x,t+1fi, -P'ti, ti, p')x,l i,z_

where 1, is the constructed selectivity term cap-
turing selection into labour market employ-
ment and d is its associated coefficient esti-
mate. This fiamework is therefore based
around the wage offered to an individual with
the chaxacteristics of the average wage-eamer.6

1. Resul'f
Centrdl to the analysis is the adoption of a
model specification that adequately captures
the intracies of eamings determination for
white and ethnic minority workers alike. The
choice of variables entering the model is deter-
mined by a combination of theoretical consid-
erations, allied with past precedent, and a
degree of pragmatism due to data consfaints.
The reduced form equations to be estimated
assume a background model of labour demand
and labour supply, where labour quality and
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Table 1: Regrcssion Estimates from Ethnic Minorities and White Earnings Equf,tions: FFISEM

-qthnic 

minorities White

Age
Age squared
Maried

Ethnic Uigin
Caribbean
lndian
A.Aican Asian
Pakistani
BangJadeshi
Chinese

Immigrunt Status
UK-bom
Arrived before 1960

Anived 1960-1969
Anived 1970-1979
turived 1980-1989
Anived 1990-1994

Quafirtcafions
Degree
Alevels
Glevels
Vocational
other
Apprenticeship
No UK qualifications

Region o! Residence
Noh
Yorks{Humber
East Midlands
South East (rem)
South West
West Midlands
North rJy'est

\Vales
East Anglia
Lmer London
Outer London

Employment selectivity
Constant
Sample Size

cod
0_015

-0.000
0.043

(E)
-0.179
-0. r83
-0.138
-0.333
-0.122

(E)
-0.094
0.026

-0.044
-0.260
-0.378

0.508
0.250
0.097
0.217

-0.011
-0.085
(E)

(E)
0.052
0.032
0.247
0.050
0.064
0.164
0.285
0.157
o.142
0.377

-0.22r
4.765

Coef
o.o52

4.001
o.o75

Meanz-stat Mean
l.l0 36.882
-0.91 14't2.14',7

0.78 0.826

3.89 37.262
-3.05 1515.162
1.56 0.699

9.23 0.t98
3.47 0.064
2.21 0.345
2.65 0.050
-0.07 0.009
-0.57 0.012
(E) 0.322

(E)
-3.29
-3.t3
-2.08
4.49
-1.57

(E)
-0.90
0.43
-0.76
-3.94
4.26

/Fl
0.38
0.22
1.85

o.25
0.49
1.17
1.68

0.94
1.06
2.U

-3.44
15.07

0.248
0.221
0.201

0.154
0.116
0.059

0.222
0.035
0.284
0.286
0.123
0.050

0.017
0.070
0.05'7

0.159
0.012
o.222

0.067
0.020
0.021
0.148
0.207

0.618
1.000

666

0.505
o.474
0.183
0.326
0.101
0.040

(E)

(E)
-0.016
{.154
0.062

-0.082
-0.102
0.005

-0.139
-0.030
0.118

-0.0s6

-0.377

4.:U8

7.22
6.O4

3.55
4.t7
0.46
0.37
(B)

(E)
-0.21

-r.75
1.00

-1.4'1

0.06
-0.99
-0.40
1.20

-u.5)

-3.E9

15.10

0.156
0.071
0.459
0-087

0.006
0.032
0.188

0.123
0.095
0.054
0.214
0.126
0.121
0.071
0.019
0.091
0.048
0.037

0.370
1.000

463

Notssi Additional contols for industry ofemployment (8) and establishment size (11) were also included
bul are not prcserted in the above table; (E) denotes an excluded category.
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compensating differentials play a cantral role
in determining the level of weekly eamings.
Accordingly, standard controls such as educa-
tion, marital status and industry of employment
are included, amongst othen, within the wage
equations. It should also be remembered,
though, that the ethnic community in Britain is
by no means an homogenous entity. To take
account ofthese differences a number ofethnic
origin and immigrant cohort controls are also
included within the model specification.T

Table I details wage equation estimates for
whites and ethnic minorities using a specifica-
tion that would be consistent with much of the
previous research that has taken place. These
estimates reveal a familiar pattem for both
goups of workers that cor,form to a priori
expectations. Weekly eamings t1pically
increase with age and education; manied
workers enjoy an earnings premium over other
marital states, as do employees who work in
large establishments; and substantial variation
is formd in the regional and industrial distribu,
tion of eamings.s

The coefficients upon the ethnic origin lari-
ables would suggest that even after controlling
for the above individual and demogaphic
characteristics there are still marked eamines
differences aqoss the ethnic minority popula-
tion. Thus, relative to Caribbeans, intra-ethnic
differences are greatest for Bangladeshi work-
ers, whose weekly eamings are nearly thirty
per centlower ceterrparibzs, and smallest for
Chinese.e For this latter group, the estimated
coefficient of -0.122 would suggest that their
eamings are lower by some | 1.5 per cenr
(although this estimate is indistinguishable
liom zero at the usual levels of significance).

These results are in themselves interestins as
they would appear to go against the geniral
frrdings from previous research using altema-
tive data souces. Whilst Bangladeshis are typ
ically held up as the most disadvantaged ethnic
minority group and the Chinese as a group who
fare particularly well in comparison to their
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counterparts from other ethnic backgrounds,
Caribbeans have not tended to emerge in such
a favourable position. In our analysis, though,
they experience an eamings premium over all
of the other major ethnic groups. Given the
particular sampling framework of the FNSEM
this could tum out to be an important finding
(more on this below).ro

The coefficients on the immigrant cohort
variables also point to substantial heterogene-
ity across the ethnic minorif community.
Relative to those bom in the country immi-
gants who anived in the tIK during the 1990s
face the greatest wage pen:alty (of 31.5 per
cent). Meanwhile, immigrants Aom the 1980s,
whilst they still experience a ceteris paribus
eamings disadvantage (of 22.9 per cent), the
magnitude of this disadvantage is reduced.
The coefficients on the other immigrant status
variables would suggest that earlier arivals
experience no statistically significant eamings
penalty. Such frndings are likely to be reflect-
ing a number ofdifferent factors. Firstly, they
may be indicative of compositional differences
between cohorts of immigrants or reflect th€
fact that labour demand conditions have varied
substantially over the post-war period. Thus,
imrnigrants entering the LIK in the 1950s
would have encountered much more
favourable labour market conditions than
workers entering in the years ofthe early 1 980s
and 1990s. The pattem of estirnates is also
consistent, though, with the the idea of migrant
workers assimilating to the environment that
they face in their host country. Thus, more
recent arrivals to the UK may be less familiar
\vith customs and institutions which may dis-
advantage them in the labour market.ll

Table I also details the mean values ofthe
wage equation characteristics. Over three
quaders of the ethnic minority workels in the
sample were bom abroad and entered the UK
in subsequent years. The decades ofthe 1960s
and 1970s saw the heaviest immigration,
whilst just under one in five immigranrs
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arrived after 1979. As a consequence oflabour reported by Gillbom and Gipps (1996),
demand conditions at the time of their arival, Modood e/ al. (1997) and Leslie and
the regional concentation of Britain's ethnic Drinkwater (1999).
communities largely reflects this post-war set- The breakdov,,n of the sample of ethnic
tlement of immigrants. Typically they were minority workers provides an interesting
attacted to the larger conurbations, particular- insight into the problem of non-participation
ly London, and the manufacturing areas of the inherent to many ofthe large-scale government
West Midlands. tndeed, the figures of Table I suweys that are commonly used in this tlpe of
concur with evidence from the 1991 Census of analysis. The figures from Table I show that
Population which shows that London had 44.8 Caribbeans comprise 24.8 per cent of the eth-
p€r cent of the ethnic minority population nic minority samplg Indians 22.1 per ceri,
whilst having only 10.3 per c€nt of the white African Asians 20.1 per cent, Pakistanis l5-4
population (see Owen, 1996). Likewise, ethnic per cent, Bangladeshis 11.6 per cent and

minorities are also more concentrated in the Chinese 5.9 per cent. Whilst on the whole
West Midlands but under-represented in the these figures are not appreciably different from
peripheral regions of the cormtry which have the proportions reported in the Labour Force

typically suffered from relatively high levels of Survey, they do show, for example, that
uremployment over most ofthe post-wm peri- Bangladeshis axe more heavily represented

od. within the FNSEM.T2 Table 2 also indicates
The idea of ethnic minorities placing a that this is a group whose community suffer

greater emphasis upon education is highlighted iiorn poor English language skills. So whilst
when the proportion of workers possessing only 38.9 per cent of the Bangladeshi sample
degree-level qualifications is examined For was assessed as having 'fluent' language skills,
whites, just ov€r I 5 per cent of employees have the comparable proportions for all other ethnic
such a qualification but this figure is somewhat minorities (possibly with the exception of
lower than the comparable figure of aknost 20 Pakistanis) are much higher. This would again
per cent for ethnic minority workers. A nun- highlight the importance of the interview pro-
ber offactors may explain this finding, such as cedure as outlined in Section 2 that allows for
the motivational drive for betterment that a more balanced sross-section of the ethnic
migrants tend to have for themselves and their minority population to be included in the sam-
families, and this would certainly tie in with ple and not just those with generally superior
the increased participation in higher education English language skills. Indeed this is likely
for all major ethnic groups over whites as to be a prime fuctor in accounting for the

Thble 2: Ability to Speak English (%) by Ethnic Origin: FNSEM

Caribbean

lndian

African Asian

Pakistani

Bangladeshi

Chinese

Fluent
90.2

59.7

72.7

46.4

38.9

67.9

Fairly well
8.9

?2.8

17 .5

27.3

29.s

I l.l

Slightly
0.9

16.2

9.1

22.2

29.9

l7.3

Not dt all
0.0

1.3

0.7

4.t
1.6

3.7
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favourable position of Caribbean workers
reported earlier, which is at variance with
much previous research. For example, the
inclusion of workers with lesser language
skills would have a great€r depressing influ-
ence upon the eamings potential of the average
Indian employee (where only 59.7 per cent of
the sample are judged as 'fluent' in English)
than the eamings potential of the avemge
Caribbean (where over ninety per cent of the
sample are assessed as 'fluent').13

Table 3 presenrs results from eamings
decompositions as set out by equation (5).
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afforded to white and ethnic minority employ-
ees is attributable io worker asymmetries. The
nature of this result is very similar to that
reported in Blac,kaby et a/. (1998), who also
examin€d the position of ethnic minority
employees in the 1990s but used an altemative
data source.

The inueased incidence of unemployment
amongst ethdc m inorities (see Blackaby et a/. ,
1999)and their concentration within etbnic
enclavesra are two features that are likely to
have dramatic effects upon the local labour
markets in which ethnic minorities find them-

Table 3: Decompocition of White/Ethnic Minorities Wage OIT€ r Differential FIISEM

Column l
0.25 8

19.08

Column 2 Column 3

Wage offer differential

(.p,x* - B,x ,) -(a,An - d,I,l
Characteristic (%)

p'(i" - x ,)
Language (%)

Coefficient (%)

(p. - p')N* -(i, - p')F 
"

% breakdown of characteristic component

age

qualifications
married
region
industry
plant size
year of arrival
unemployment

0.264 0.282

37 .94 32.10

9.37

62.06 58.5380.92

-3.l3
1.73

-3.53
- 10.52

I l.l9
2.30

21.04

-3.43

t.44

- 15.05

t0.47
l.a4

20.09
25.49

-3.29
0.94

-3.46
-14.27

v-J)
2.05

16.7 |
23.87

Column I details the results when a standard
set of controls (consistent with previous stud-
ies) are used in the eamings equation. Less
than one fifth of the difference in mean waees

selves. Because of the level of aggregation at
which survey data is often coded, nationally
representative studies in the UK have typically
been unable to adequately account for such
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features. Unemployment information defined
at the ward level. however. is available to us in
the curent data.rs The more stringent labour
market conditions facing ethnic minority
workers is evidently bome out by the figures
reported in the top panel ofTable 4. For exam-
ple, whilst almost three quarters of the white
sample live in a ward with an unemployment
rate of less than l0 per cent, only just over a
quarter of the ethnic minority sample do so.
Likewise, a third of the ethnic minority sample
live in wards with unemployment rates over 20
per cent whilst for whites the proportion is
only 3 per cent.

Given the strongly negative way in which
local unernployment affecls employee eam-
ings,r6 it is no su4nise to see the importance of

tially towards explaining the white/ethnic
minority weekly wage differential. Some sixty
per cent of the discrepancy in mean wage
offers is still unaccounted for by differences in
characteristics between white and ethnic
minority employees.

The way in which language impacts upon
ethnic minority eamings is shown in the bot-
tom panel of Table 4. Relative to those who
are classified as speaking English fluently,
there is an approximate l0 per cent earnings
penalty from having inferior language skills,
even if relatively small cell sizes mean that
these estimates only border on significance.
Meanwhilg very few individuals who are clas-
sified as having no language skills actually
make it into labour market as emDlovees.

Tbble 4: Coefficients on S€lected Characteristics from Earnitrgr Equrtiotrs: FNSEM
Ethnic minorities Whites

Coef. z-stat MeanCoefr
Unemploymmt rde in local ward

(E)

-0.199

-0.276

-0.341

-0.340

(E)

-0.096

-0.095

0.029

z-stln

(E)

-2.49

-3.52

-J. /O

-3.94

(E)

-1.90

-1.53

0.17

666

Mean

0.053

0.215

0.259

0.141

0,333

0.705

0.168

0.118

0.009

(E)

-0.091

-0.100

-0.164

-0.109

2-4.99%

5-9,99o/o

10-14.99%

t5-1999%
>20o/o

Ability to spedk English

Fluent

Fairly well

Slightly

Not at all

Sample size

(E) 0.1e7

-1.90 0.541

-1.60 0. r58

-l.68 0.074

-0.96 0.030

463

these contols in the decomposition analysis
(Table 3, column 2).11 Local unernploynent
differences alone explain in excess of one fifth
of the wage offer differential. With the excep-
tion of the 'year of anival' variables, few of
the other standard controls confibute substan-

Giv€n that seventy per cent of the ethnic
minority sample have fluent language skills,
the oucial distinction would therefore appear
to be this latter group relative to those with any
degree of impaired English ability.l8

Colunn 3 of Table 3 sees the inclusion of
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these language controls in the decomposition
framework. There is no doubt that laasuase
fluency has a role to play in describing rh"e dif-
ference in weekly wages between whites and
ethnic minorities but, with less than a ten per
cent total contribution, it by no means emerges
as the dominant feature of the analysis.
Differences in rewards to labour market char-
acteristics still explain well over half of the
estimated wage offer differential. lt would be
bold to ascribe this solely to labour market dis-
crimination, but the fact cannot be ignored that
it may indeed explain a large part ofthis result.
Even when commonly cited language skills are
included within the analysis, a large portion of
the earnings disadvantage faced by ethnic
minorities remains unaccourned for.

5. Conclusions
A feature of tIK research into the eamrngs
position of ethnic minorities vis-d-vis white
workers has been that little of their observed
disadvantage has been attributable to worker
asymmetries. This is in marked contrast to
some recent US research, Due to data con-
straints, though, the extent to which this can be
described as a robust frnding has remained
somewhat unclear. Could it not be due to inad-
equate controls in empirical estimation? The
results presented here would go some way
towards answering this question. Specifically,
the availability of language data in the Fourth
National Survey of Ethnic Minorities has
shown that whilst a lack of language skills has
some role to play in determining the eamings
of ethnic minority workers, it is by no means
the key to their labour market disadvantage.
Indeed, it would appear that the concentration
of ethnic minorities in local enclaves with their
high levels of unemployrnent has a greater
influence over the level of ethnic eamings dis-
advantage.

It should be remembered, though, that wage
disadvantage is only part of the story. Higher
unemployment and lower activity rates are also
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features of the labour market experience of
etblic minorities. But whilst Leslie and
Lindley (2001) and Shields and \Vheatley-
Price (1999) have explored this issue and find
a larger role for language in explaining unem-
ployment and activity raies, as here, it does not
fulJy account for the apparent ethnic disadvan-
tage.
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are solely those ofthe authors. The Fouth Survey
af Ethnic Minorities was undertaken by the policy
Studi€s lnstitute in association with Social and
Community Planning and made available through
the Data Archive at the University ofEssex.

2. These studies include the Arm€d Forces
Qualirying Tesr (AFQT) score as a regressor vari-
able in estimated wage equations using the National
Longitudiml Survey of Youths. Interracial differ-
ences in AFQT scores appear to be more substantial
thal1 the interaciaL diff€rences iD the Scholastic
Aptitud€ Tsst (SM), although whites have higher
scores than blacks on both t6sts-

3. Lind)ey (2000) meanwhile €xplores the €thnic
wage gap for female worken.

4. Conseivably, though, interviewem themselves
may have incorectly assessed the ability of respon-
dents.

5. In the €stimatior that follows. Dredicied eam-
ings (as shown on the LHS of equation 3 ) are used
because thc earnings inforrnation available within
the FNSEM is only reported within income cale-
gories. Duling th€ir intervi€ws, respondents were
shown sixiocl income bands and were asked to indi-
cate which range b€st reprcsented their usual $oss
wcekly pay from their main job (including ov€rtim€,
bonuses, tips and commission before deductions for
tax, Natiollal Insuranc€, union dues etc.). These
income bands fanged ftom f,79 or less up to f789 or
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more. As a result of this, a maximum likelihood
aensored Tobit estimator is therefilre used !o derive
all cooflicicnt estimates in the followine analvsis
(see Stswan, 1983).

6- As a practical issue, the qualitalive nature of
the results reported later is not cofltingent upon
selectivity adjustment. Consistent with the findings
of Blackaby er a/- (1998), however, the magnitude
of 'discrimination' is found m increase when selec-
tivity issues ar€ controll€d for

7- Within the ensuing decomposition ftamework
the ethnic controls arc tr€ated as a 'coefficient com-
ponent as this would appear to b€ the intuitiv€ly
appealirg treatment of what arc ess€ntially just
intercept shifts in the ethnic minorities eamirgs
cquation. Ths cohort controls, similarly us€d trc

capture unobserved heterogeneity across immigrant
wavcq zrlc treated as a 'chamcteristic' component.

8. Pre-selection into employmont has bsen con-
trolled for by including the inverse Mills ratio as a
regressor variable in the eamings equations. This
was calculated separately for whitEs and ethnic
minoritics from two rcduced folm employment
equations which were identified by including a
numbcr of family background and housing tenure
variables that did not entcr tho specification of the
eamings equations. Th€ negative natue on these
terms as shown in Table I would indicate that con.
trolling for labour market employment reduces the
conditional means of the eamings distributions.
Although appearing counter-intuitjve- this is a com-
mon result in the empirical literature using sample
selection models (see Dolton, Makepeace and Van
Der Klaauw, 1989)- Indeed, the lmding ofnegative
employment s€l€ction effects in a wage offer equa-
tion has b€en shown to be entirely consistent with a
res€rvation wage model of labour supply (see

[rmisch and wright, 1989).

9. Due to the semi-logarithmic functional form of
the eamings equatior\ the relative cneat (g) on
w€ekly eamirgs is given by gl00+[exp(c)-l],
where c is the coeflicient estimate. Thus, the -0.333

in 'Iable I for Bangladeshis indical€s that their €am-
ings would be 28.3 p€r c€rf lower thar a compara-
blo Caribbean worker.

10. Modood et al. (1997t show that the non-

reporting of eamings information in the FNSEM is

a particular problem for South Asians. As it is not
unusual for highrarners to be und€r-r€pr€sented in
surveys of this nature, this could provide an expla-
nation for the eamirgs position of Indians in the
sample. mat it is unable to do, though, is account

for the dominant position of CaribboaN r€lative to
the othsl ethnic minonty groups,

ll. A natural way in which assimilation may be

thought of as raking place is ir the acquisition of
language skills for those for whom English is not
their first language. Even after the addition of lan-
guage controls, though, th€ distinctive pattem

.eported above is still apparent. Whilst this would
be indicative of the divorse naturo of eff€cts being
captured by such contols ill standard eamings equa-

tions, it would also highlight th€ need to have spe-

cific informatior upon language skills. Relying
upon cohort controls within the immigrant popula-
tiofl to captur€ such language considerations does

not appear to be a wholly satisfactory solution.

12. In a compatable sample ftom the Spring quar-

ter ofth€ 1994 Labour Force Survey, Bangladeshis
accounted for just over 5 per c€flt of the ethnic
minority population. A similar proportion also

identified themselves as Bangladeshi in the l99l
Census.

13. Assuming that is, a positive relalionship

bclween €amings ard Flnglish language proficiency.
As shown in Table 4 below this is indeed th€ case.

14- Peach (1996) provides a comprehelsive
analysis on the extent of geographical concantratiofl
of ethnic minority groups in Britain, noting thal
some wards comprise up to 90 per c€rrt ethdc
minorities.

15. There were 9,527 wards in England and Walcs
at the time of the survey, although their boundaries
are subject to periodic review.

16. 'Ihis in itself is an int€resting finding as

Blanchflower and Oswald (1990) and the subse-
quent literatue on the wage curve tlpically us€

un€mployment rates for large composite aJeas,

Ilowever, it may be more insfuctiv€ to think of this
as a local neighbourhood effect rather than a sfict
unemploym€nt efrect in this particular context as a
wafd is unlikely to constitute a self-contained labour
market.
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17. As the decomposition is based arcurd a
liamework of predicted eamings, changes in model
specification impact upon eamings differentials.
Hence, wage offer differ€ntials vary slightly across
the columns ofTable 3.

18. When such a distinction is made in the eam-
ings equation the coeflcient estimat€ on the vari-
able d€roting non-fluent English languago ability is
-0,095 with a z-statistic of-2.04_
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